
Custom Cabinetry



Welcome!
 Whether there’s a new kitchen in your dreams,  a bathroom 

remodel in the works , or you’re in need of some custom woodwork and 

trim in an area of your home, we’re excited to help!  Our goal is to

provide you with cabinetry and custom woodwork that not only looks 

great(that’s the obvious part), but is also functional and a joy to

experiance.

 Just as important, (or more?) is quality construction in the obvi-

ous and not so obvious areas.  Details like dovetailed drawer boxes, using 

solid wood components where possible, and time proven construction 

methods give your project what it needs to endure the rigors of daily 

use.  Whether your whipping up meals, baking for the family, enjoying a 

little personal time, or simply connecting with the loved ones in your life,  

worrying about the durablilty of your cabinetry shouldn’t be something 

you need to think about.

 The best part?  All this is completely customizable to your unique 

situation.  Whatever your space, we can build to fit.  Bring us your 

challenges and dreams...kitchens, vanities, libraries, bar areas, bookcas-

es, mantels, trim,  etc., we’re ready to create! And for your inspiration, 

here’s some examples in our satisfied customers homes!



Akron, Pennsylvania Master Bath & Mud Room

Pull out above refrigerator

Millwork above windows

Pull out cutting board

Under cabinet lighting

Constructed of Maple wood with Nutmeg stain on the wall runs and Georgian paint with  Warm Brown Glaze on the 
72” Island.  Laminate counter tops finish off this Cambridge line kitchen for a warm and cheery living space.

   Cambridge line cabinets in maple featuring marble tops 
in the master bath.



Fair Hills, Maryland

  Homestead line cabinets  in Maple wood with Seely stain and Portabella glaze dress up an 18th century 
farmhouse remodel.  Featuring a Maple Butcher Block Top on the Island and dual pantries with pullouts on either 
side of the refrigerator cabinet. Matching Maple vanities in bath and powder room(opposite).



Intercourse, Pennsylvania

72” Custom Island
- Sky Gray painted Cambridge Cabinets
- Custom Wood Top finished in Kona Stain
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  Cambridge line Maple Kitchen with Laminate 
counters.  Family room project features custom beams, 
trim and bookcase in family room.


